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Atlanta Hawks potential sales value potentially hurt by blasé, apathetic local fan and corporate support 

By Patrick Rishe 

With the Atlanta Hawks basketball franchise on the market, perhaps it’s good timing they sit first in the 

Eastern Conference standings as of today. 

Unfortunately, the team sits 24th in home attendance…indicative of the blasé and apathetic reputation 

of the Atlanta sports fan. 

Which may ultimately impact the eventual sales value of the franchise. 

To be fair, part of the performance-attendance mismatch for the Hawks thus far this season is rooted in 

franchise futility.  Since moving to Atlanta from St Louis in 1968, the team has not even reached the NBA 

Finals…and though a playoff participant in most seasons, often times an early round exit.  In short, 

Atlanta basketball fans expect the Hawks to shoot postseason airballs…so why support a perennial non-

championship squad. 

But this lack of franchise cache is the very thing which could limit the amount the team will sell for in the 

near future. 

As noted in this CNBC piece, the standard revenue multiple used to determine sales prices in the NBA is 

about 4.2, meaning the Hawks would sell for between $700 million-$750 million range if their estimated 

future revenue is roughly $180 million annually. 

However, this estimate must be modified by three pieces of information.  Two which would boost this 

range, and one that tempers such increases.  First, the NBA’s new TV deal will boost every team’s 

revenue intake, and thus, boost franchise values league-wide.  Second, Steve Ballmer’s $2 billion 

purchase of the Los Angeles Clippers – a franchise previously valued at $575 million by Forbes in January 

2014 – also imparts an overall appreciation of NBA franchise values. 

It’s for these reasons the Hawks, in my estimation, could fetch as much as $1 billion. 

 


